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ABSTRACT
Small area and code size are two critical design issues in most of em-
bedded system designs. In this paper, we tackle these issues by cus-
tomizing forwarding networks and instruction encoding schemes for
multi-pipe Application Specific Instruction-Set Processors (ASIPs).
Forwarding is a popular technique to reduce data hazards in the
pipeline to improve performance and is applied in almost all modern
processor designs; but it is very area expensive. Instruction encod-
ing schemes have a direct impact on code size; an efficient encod-
ing method can lead to a small instruction width, and hence reduc-
ing the code size. We propose application specific techniques to
reduce forwarding networks and instruction widths for ASIPs with
multiple pipelines. By these design techniques, it is possible to re-
duce area, code size, and even power consumption (due to reduced
area), without costing any performance. Our experiments, on a set
of benchmarks using the proposed customization approaches show
that, on average, there are 27% savings on area, 30% on leakage
power, 16.7% on code size, and at the same time, performance even
improves by 4% because of the reduced clock period.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.1.4 [Processor Architec-
ture]: Parallel Architectures
General Terms: Design
Keywords: Forwarding, Instruction Encoding, Multi-pipe ASIP, VLIW

1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are becoming ubiquitous, cheaper, more pow-

erful, and increasingly ever present in people’s life. Since embedded
systems usually execute a single application or a class of applica-
tions, customization can be applied to optimize for performance,
area, power etc. One popular design platform for embedded sys-
tems is the Application Specific Instruction Set Processor (ASIP),
which allows such customizability without overly hindering design
flexibility. Numerous tools and design systems have been developed
for rapid ASIP generation [1][2]. Usually ASIPs contain a single
execution pipeline. Recently however, there has been trend towards
having multiple pipelines [2][16]. In [16], a design system was pro-
posed for ASIPs with varying number of pipelines. Given an appli-
cation specified in C, the design system generates a processor with
a number of pipelines specifically suitable to the application. Each
pipeline is customized, with a differing instruction set. The instruc-
tions execute in parallel in all pipelines. In the method described in
[16], the instruction width for each pipeline is identical; and to max-
imally reduce data hazards, there is a full forwarding network which
spans the entire processor, both within each pipeline and across all
pipelines.
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This paper aims at reducing processor size and code size for such a
design by systematically reducing the forwarding network, and cus-
tomizing the instruction encoding with differing instruction width
for each pipe, without affecting the performance of the processor.

Motivation
Data hazards cause pipeline stall, degrading performance. To reduce
hazards, forwarding is used. Figure 1(a) shows a forwarding net-
work in a processor containing two pipelines. Each pipeline has four
stages: IF (instruction fetch), RR (register read), EX(execution), and
RW (register write). The eight forwarding paths (shown in dashed
lines) make the resultant data available for subsequent instructions,
thus eliminating data hazards and improving performance. As can
been seen, this performance improvement is at the cost of area. The
more forwarding paths, the larger the processor. If the processor
only executes a program for a given application, the instruction se-
quence for each pipeline is fixed, and some forwarding paths may
never be used by the program. They are redundant and can there-
fore be deleted without affecting performance, as illustrated by Fig-
ure 1(b), where the forwarding paths are reduced to five from eight.
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Figure 1: Forwarding and Instruction Encoding Customization
Similarly, customization can be applied to instruction encoding.

The customization is based on the fact that the instruction set for
each pipe is different. Instead of using an identical instruction width
for instruction encoding, each pipeline can have its own encoding
scheme with differing instruction width (as illustrated in Figure 1(c)),
thus, high density code can be achieved, saving instruction memory.

In this paper, we attempt to maximally reduce the forwarding net-
work and instruction code size at no performance cost.

1.1 Related Work
Research and development in the area of ASIPs has been flourish-

ing for a couple of decades. Large amount of work has been devoted
to special instruction generation to improve performance while re-
ducing cost [4] [8] [12] [14][17] [20].

Recently, study on parallel architectures for ASIP design has be-
gun to appear in the research literature. In [10], the authors pre-
sented a Very Large Instruction Word (VLIW) ASIP with distributed
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register structure. Jacome et. al in [11] proposed a design space
exploration method for VLIW ASIP datapaths. In [13], Kathail et
al. proposed a design flow for a VLIW processor which allowed for
Non-Programmable hardware. Sun et al. in [19] presented a design
for customized multi-processors. In [16], authors proposed an ASIP
design with varying number of pipelines.

Issues involved in the forwarding design for a VLIW processor is
discussed in [3]. In [7], authors proposed a systematic forwarding
customization approach for design exploration. Instruction schedul-
ing for processors with a given incomplete forwarding network is
presented in [18]. All of the above approaches are based on a fixed
processor architecture, where the main focus is the scheduling of
instructions. In contrast, our approach simultaneously takes both in-
struction scheduling and pipeline customization into account; hence,
a better customization could be achieved yet with a simple design
method.

For instruction encoding, many approaches have been proposed.
In [6], authors presented a technique that encodes all instructions,
required by an ASIP, with a given instruction size. A hierarchi-
cal instruction encoding for VLIW-based architecture applications is
given in [5]. The encoding uses a sophisticated approach to achieve
good encoding for a given processor architecture. In [15], authors
presented an instruction encoding generation technique for fast and
automatic architectural space exploration. The approach focuses
on encoding instructions for opcode field, assuming operand field
length for each instruction is given. These approaches are not tai-
lored to our target processors proposed in [16]. The techniques pre-
sented in this paper exploits the unique architectural features of our
target ASIP, where each pipeline has different control unit for dif-
ferent set of instructions. The encoding is customized, with each
pipeline having its own fixed instruction width and the instruction
width varying from one pipe to another, and hence achieving a better
trade-off between the design simplicity of the fixed-width encoding
and code reduction efficiency of the varied-width encoding.

1.2 Contributions
The work presented in this paper, to our best knowledge, is the

first study on customizing forwarding and instruction encoding for
ASIPs with multiple number of pipelines. The customization takes
into account the unique features of such a processor and produces a
highly efficient design. In particular, we introduce

• A new forwarding customization approach to reduce area over-
head and leakage power;

• An efficient encoding technique to reduce code size, and ad-
ditionally, area;

Our extensive study has shown that the proposed customizations
increase the design area and power efficiency significantly without
degrading performance.

1.3 Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents

an overview of our target multiple pipeline ASIP design; section 3
describes the method taken to customize forwarding for such a pro-
cessor; in section 4, we explain how instruction encoding for each
pipeline is carried out; experimental results are given in section 5;
and the paper is concluded in section 6.

2. MULTI-PIPE ASIP DESIGN OVERVIEW
The design flow for our target multi-pipe ASIPs is given in Fig-

ure 2. The design flow starts with an application written in C, which
is compiled into a single-pipeline assembly code, as illustrated in
Figure 3(a). The single pipeline code is then scheduled into a num-
ber of parallel pipelines, as shown in Figure 3(b), which gives the in-
struction set for each individual pipeline (Figure 3(c)). Next, ASIP-
Meister [1], a single-pipe ASIP design software tool, is used to cre-
ate a design for each pipeline. All pipelines are then integrated into
a multi-pipeline processor containing a parallel structure as shown
in Figure 3(d), where the register file is shared by all pipelines. Each
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Figure 2: Multi-pipe ASIP Design Flow

1 .L68:
 2 push {lr}
 3 mov r2, sl
 4 ldr r9, [r2]
 5 mov r1, #15
 6 and r1, r1, r3
 7 bit_count:
 8 mov r2, #0
 9 str r2, [r5,r9]
10 cmp r0, #0
11 beq .L20
12 .L24:
13 sub r1, r0, #1
14 and r0, r0, r1
15 add r2, r2, #1
16 cmp r0, #0
17 bne .L24
18 .L20:
19 mov r2, sl
20 mov r5, r3
21 add r5, r5, #4
22 add r6, r6, #1
23 ldr r7, [r2, #96]
24 .l21:
25 sub r4, r4, #1
26 ldr r3, [r7, r2]
27 str r3, [r2]
28 sub   r2, r2, #4
29 cmp r4, #0
30 bne .L21
31 .L54:
32 mov r0, r2
33 mov r1, r8
34 str r6, [sp, #12]
35 lsl r2, r0, #2
36 pop {pc}

RF

ALU
DMAU
Adder
Shifter

Adder
Shifter

CTRL1 CTRL2 CTRL3IMEM

DMEM

 Seq 1  Seq. 2 Seq. 3

.L68: .L68:         .L68:
mov r2,sl push  {lr}          mov r1,#15
and r1,r1,r3 ldr  r9,[r2]     0
bc: bc:           bc:
mov r2,#0 nop     0
cmp r0,#0        str r2,[r5,r9]     0
beq .L20 nop     0
.L24: .L24:         .L24:
sub r1,r0,#1 add r2,r2,#1     0
and r0,r0,r1 nop     0
cmp r0,#0        nop     0
bne .L24 nop     0
.L20: .L20:         .L20:
mov r2,sl mov r5,r3           add r6,r6,#1
add r5,r5,#4 ldr r7,[r2,#96]     0
.L21: .L21:         .L21:
sub r4,r4,#1 ldr r3,[r7,r2 ]     0
cmp r4,#0        str r3,[r2]     sub r2,r2,#4
bne .L21 nop     0
.L54: .L54:         .L54:
mov r0,r2         str r6, [sp, #12]   mov r1,r8
lsl r2,r0,#2  pop {pc}     0

(b) Parallel Program Sequences

ISA 1

mov rn,rm
and rn,rn,rm
mov rn,immed
cmp rn,immed
beq label
sub rn,rm,immed
add rn,rn,immed
sub rn,rn,immed
lsl rn,rm,immed
bne

ISA 2

push {rn}
ldr rm,[rn,immed]
mov rn,rm
add rn,rn,immed
str rd,[rn,rm]
ldr rd,[rn,rm]
str rm,[sp,immed]
pop {rn}
str rd,[rn,immed]

ISA 3

mov rn,rm
mov rn,immed
add rn,rn,immed
sub rn,rn,immed

(c) Individual Pipeline Instruction Sets

(a) Single Pipe Program

(scheduler)

(d) n-pipe ASIP

(pipeline generator)

Figure 3: Design Overview

pipeline performs its own program sequence and has a separate con-
trol unit that controls the operation of the related functional units on
that pipe. This design process is repeated for different number of
pipelines (as shown in the design flow (Figure 2) until a design that
meets a given design criteria is created.

The forwarding and instruction encoding methods introduced in
this paper can be incorporated into the design systems, as indicated
by the dashed block in Figure 2.

3. FORWARDING DESIGN
Forwarding improves performance at the cost of area. The cost

grows as the complexity of the network becomes large. The com-
plexity of the forwarding network is determined by the processor
structure. The number of forwarding paths for a full forwarding net-
work is

Nf =
n

∑
i=1

(si

n

∑
j=1

d j), (1)

where n is the number of pipes in the processor, d j the number of
stages from execution stage to the register write back stage in pipe j,
and si the number of source operands taken by the execution stage in
pipe i. The formula indicates that the deeper the pipeline and greater
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the number of execution operands, the higher the complexity of the
forwarding network. For a particular application (as in an embed-
ded system), not all forwarding paths may be used. Some paths are
redundant, and can be deleted without any effect on performance.

We determine the redundant forwarding paths based on the in-
struction data dependency. Assume a processor has n pipelines with
all of them having d stages from EX (execution) to RW (result write
back to register file). The stages are numbered, with EX as the first
and RW as the last. We check the data dependency of an instruction
in the parallel program sequence within a window of d parallel in-
structions. For an instruction i, if it has data on pipe a that depends
on instruction i-k on pipe b, then there needs to be a forwarding path
from the kth stage in pipe b to pipe a. We use an array, denoted by P

for such information. The element P(i, j,k, l) represents the number
of instructions that use the forwarding path from pipe i, stage j to
pipe k source l. For any forwarding path with corresponding 0 value
in P, this forwarding path will be deleted.

However, some forwarding paths may be under-utilized with low
values in P. We try to avoid usage of such under-utilized forwarding
paths, using local rescheduling of instructions. Once no instruction
uses such paths, they can be removed.

Local rescheduling of instructions consists of either shifting their
position within the same pipeline, or placing them on other avail-
able pipelines. For each new position the utilization of forwarding
paths is recalculated, and position that reduces the utilization of the
infrequently used forwarding paths is accepted. This procedure is
continued until as many zeros in P are generated as possible; finally,
all forwarding paths that are not used at all (i.e. with a zero entry in
P) are eliminated. At each step, we examine all possible placements
within a window of parallel instructions, exhaustively searching for
the best placement of that instruction. We start with a window con-
sisting of a single parallel instruction containing the instruction be-
ing rescheduled. After completing the optimization, the size of the
window is increased, and the optimization is rerun. If the number of
forwarding paths has dropped, the window is increased again, and
the optimization is repeated until no further reduction is achieved.

Algorithm 1 Forwarding Network Reduction:
reductionDone = FALSE;
while reductionDone = FALSE do

P = generateForwardingPathArray();
findInstructionCausingLowPathUtilization(P);
AttemptLocalScheduling();
if all such instructions have been attempted then

reductionDone = TRUE;
end if

end while

The forwarding customization approach is given in Algorithm 1.
An example is given in Figure 4. In this example, there are three
pipelines in the processor. All three pipelies have instructions. Fig-
ure 4(a) gives stage structure for a single pipeline, where IF is for
instruction fetch, RR for register read, EX for execution, MA for
memory access, and RW for register write. Data can be forwarded
from three stages: EX, MA and RW to any source inputs of EX
stages. Instruction sequences for each pipeline are shown in Fig-
ure 4(b), where instructions are denoted in a general format with
their operands listed in the brackets, where symbols s1, s2, s3 rep-
resent the first, second and third operands, respectively. The arrows
in Figure 4(b) indicate the data dependency; for clarity, the related
dependent operands are specifically identified with the same name.
For example, instruction instr8 in pipe 2 has three source operands,
with s1 (identified as b) dependent on the result of instr4 on pipe 1;
s2 (as c) dependent on instr2 on pipe 2 and s3 (as d) dependent on
instr6 on pipe 3. Note that some operands can be both sources and
destinations, such as b in instruction instr8; they can be dependent
on other operands or other operands can depend on them. Based on
the dependency, a forwarding path array can be generated as shown
in Figure 4(c), where a non-zero value indicates a required path.
Only eight forwarding paths are required for this (exemplified) pro-
gram, as compared to 72 forwarding paths in the full forwarding
network. Also, from the array in Figure 4(c), we can see that in-
struction instr18 is the one that incurs three extra forwarding paths.
We therefore first try to re-schedule it locally (the local area is shown

in the shaded region). It is found that switching instr18 with the nop
instruction on pipe 2 (both are underlined) reduces the forwarding
paths from 8 to 7, with the related forwarding path array shown in
Figure 4(d) (the changed elements are underlined). This process to
identify an instruction that could reduce forwarding paths and then
attempt local scheduling, is iteratively applied until no further im-
provement can be achieved. Details are omitted due to limited space.

instr1(a,s2)

instr4(b,a)
instr7(e,s2)

instr10(b,e)

instr13(s1)
instr16
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s1 s2 s1  s2  s3 s1  s2  s3
EX      0   2    1    0    0    0    0    0
MA     1   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
RW     0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
EX      0   0    0    0    0    0    1    0
MA     0   0    0    2    0    0    0    0
RW    0   0    0    0    0    1    0    0
EX     0   0    0    0    1    0    0    1
MA    0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
RW    0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0

Pipe 1 Pipe 2 Pipe 3

P
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( d ) forwarding path array
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s1 s2 s1  s2  s3 s1  s2  s3
EX      0   2    1    0    0    0    0    0
MA     1   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
RW     0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
EX      0   0    0 1    0   0 0    0
MA     0   0    0    2    0    0    0    0
RW    0   0    1 0    0    0 0 0
EX     0   0    0    0    2    0    0    0
MA    0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0
RW    0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0

Figure 4: Forwarding Design Example

4. INSTRUCTION ENCODING
Instruction encoding uses binary bits to represent instructions.

The format can be generally divided into two parts: one, operation
field, for encoding operation; and another, multiple operand fields
for encoding operands.

Our encoding approach uses a fixed instruction width for each in-
dividual pipeline, with the width varying from one pipe to another.
The encoding starts with the existing instruction sequences produced
by the scheduling algorithm. Encoding for each pipe is carried out
separately. The instructions in a sequence are grouped based on the
instruction type. An instruction type represents all instructions that
have the same operation with a fixed operand structure (i.e. same
number of operands and same addressing mode). Each operand can
have different values. The pattern of these values for each operand
is analyzed and operands are encoded with minimal number of bits.
Based on the operand encoding, the operations of the whole instruc-
tion set used by the application program is then encoded. Details for
both encoding tasks are given below.

Operand Encoding
In our ISA, operands can be generally classified into two types: reg-
isters and immediate values. We use same treatment for both types
of operands. The encoding strategy is demonstrated in the following
with register operands (or registers for simplicity).

Conventionally, the size of a register field (or operand field), is
determined by the size of the register file since any general purpose
register in the register file can be used in the instructions. However,
with a given program sequence, a certain type instructions may not
use all of those registers. Therefore, the field size can be reduced.

For example, assume in a program, among 16 general purpose
registers, only four registers, r2, r4, r11 and r13, are used in an
operand field. Instead of using four bits to encode the four regis-
ters (henceforth called full bit binary encoding, or FBE), we can use
two bit binary code. We refer this encoding as reduced-bit binary en-
coding, or RBE. The four registers are encoded as shown in column
3 in Table 1, with the full bit encoding in column 2.

Rather than arbitrarily assigning code-words to each of the regis-
ters, we introduce an encoding approach such that the decoding will
be simpler, thus reducing hardware complexity, and hence improv-
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Table 1: Three Encoding Approaches
registers FBE RBE REE

(b3b2b1b0) (c1c0) (c1c0)
r2 0010 00 10
r4 0100 01 00

r13 1101 10 01
r11 1011 11 11

Table 2: Decoding Logic (a)RBE (b)REE
b3 = c1 b3 = c0
b2 = c1 ⊕ c0 b2 = c̄1
b1 = ¯c1 ⊕ c0 b1 = c1
b0 = c1 , b0 = c0

(a) (b)

ing performance, area and power. We call this technique reduced-bit
efficient encoding or REE. Column 4 in Table 1 gives an example of
such an encoding. The related decoding logic functions for RBE and
REE encodings are given in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. As
can be seen from the two sets of logic functions, the logic from REE
is much simpler than that from RBE.

The code assignment for REE is elaborated as follows.
We list the registers to be encoded in an array with full bit bi-

nary values. For example, the array in Figure 5(a) represents four
registers: r10, r12, r31 and r33 in a 64-register file. There are six
bit-columns.

b5   b4   b3   b2   b1   b0

0     0     1     0     1     0
0     0     1     1     0     0
0     1     1     1     1     1
0     1     0     0     0     1

register       code

    r10            10
    r12            00
    r31            11
    r17            01

(  a  ) (  b  )

Figure 5: Register Encoding Example

Given a register array for a register operand field, we determine
the encoding values by Algorithm2. Some terms used in the algo-
rithm are given below.

A redundant bit column in the register array satisfies one of the
following conditions: a) the column has a fixed constant value; b) the
column is a repetition of another column with exactly the same val-
ues; and c) the column values are complements of the corresponding
values of another column.

A one bit column is said to be highly redundant if there are many
columns with exactly the same (or complemented) values. Columns
with high redundancy allow simpler decoders.

A set of columns are fully representative if they form all possible
code values for a given number of bits.

Take Figure 5(a) as an example. Column b5 is a constant column
with fixed value 0; column b4 repeats column b0; thus, both columns
are redundant. Algorithm 2 first deletes the two redundant columns
and the register array is left with four columns, which is greater than
two (the number of bits required for encoding). Therefore, the al-
gorithm is then looking for two columns that are fully representative
and preferably of high redundancy. Three column pairs (b2, b1), (b2,
b0) and (b1, b0), are fully representative, because all of them have
four 2-bit distinct row values (00, 01, 10, 11). Since column b0 is re-
peated by column b4, it is of high redundancy as compared to other
columns, we therefore choose one of the column pairs that include
b0 as the encoding code values, as shown in Figure 5(b).

Applying the field encoding algorithm to each of the operand
fields, we can obtain encoding for all operand fields in an instruction
type with a minimal number of bits, as specified in Algorithm 2.

Instruction Encoding
The operation encoding is constructed progressively into multiple
levels. Instructions with largest operand fields have minimal levels;
while those with smallest operand fields have maximal levels.

The encoding starts from instructions with the smallest total num-
ber of bits for the operand fields. To explain, we refer to the example
in Figure 6. As presented in the (a) part of this figure, there are ten

Algorithm 2 Operand Field Encoding:
//determine the number o f bits required f or the f ield
field size = log2(no o f registers);
delete redundant columns();
if number of remaining columns = field size then

use the columns’ row values as the encoding code values;
else

//generate code values based on the remaining columns
find f ield size full representative and of high redun-
dancy columns;
if found then

use the columns’ row values as code values;
else

find f ield size high redundant columns;
if found then

use the columns’ distinct row values as code values;
end if
if encoding is not complete then

encode the rest of registers with the remaining bi-
nary code values;

end if
end if

end if
return field size;

different types of instructions. Each type of instruction may have
varied operand values that are enumerated in braces.

We group these instructions according to the number of bits needed
for the operand fields, as follows. Instructions 1-3 are in the first
group, and they have fixed operand values (e.g., asr1 is always ap-
plied to r2,r5,#3). Thus, no bits are required for the operand fields
of the first group. Instructions 4-6 are in the second group, and re-
quire one bit for each operand field; thus require three bits in total.
Instructions 7 and 8 in the third group and require for operand fields
five bits each (note: in different format), and finally the last two in-
structions are in the fourth group and require six bits for operand
fields. The number of bits for operand fields are indicated by the
number of ”*” in the related instruction formats shown on the right
in Figure 6(b). All instructions are sorted based on operand field size
(as already done in Figure 6(a)).

The first three instructions with zero operand size, grouped into
the first group, are encoded with two bits. These two bits can denote
four code values in total, and among them three code values 11,
01, 00 (arbitrarily) chosen to represent the three instructions of the
group. This is the lowest level encoding and is denoted by OP1 in
Figure 6(b). We refer this encoded bit size as the partial encoding
size (that will be used in Algorithm 3).

We now proceed to the second group of instructions consisting
of instructions 4-6. Since these instructions require three bits for
operand fields, we first pad the first two bits of the partial encoded
size of the first group PC1 with an extra bit of zero value (PC2). We
need two bits to enumerate four cases: three (10,01,00) instructions
of group two, plus one (11) for all three instructions of group one.
This completes partial encoding PC3. In the same manner, we see
that we need two more bits to enumerate instructions 7 and 8 of the
third group (using 01 and 00), and also all instructions of all previ-
ously encoded groups (using 11). This constitutes partial encoding
PC4. Since the number of bits needed for the operands and instruc-
tions of group two matches exactly the number of bits needed for
the operands of the third group, no padding of any kind is needed in
this case. Next, we need six bits for operands of the fourth group,
and one bit for the two instructions of group four. This instruction
bit forms partial encoding PC5. Finally, we need one extra bit to
distinguish between instructions of the first three groups from the
instructions of the fourth group. This completes the encoding of the
entire instruction set. This method is formulated as Algorithm 3.

The operation field encoding is summarized in Algorithm 3. For
each instruction type, the instruction operation encoding progresses
from inner most level to the outmost level; and the code size grows
accordingly.
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1   1   1   1   1   0 1  1
1   1   1   1   1  0  0  1
1   1   1   1   1  0  0  0
1   1   1   1   0   *   *   *
1   1   1   0   1   *   *   *
1   1   1   0   0   *   *   *
1   0   1   *    *   *   *   *
1   0   0   *    *   *   *   *
0   0   *   *    *   *   *   *
0   1   *   *    *   *   *   *

PC1PC2PC3

PC5

PC6

(  a  ) (  b  )

1. asr1    r2, r5, #3

2. mov2    r0, r6

3. mov1    r3, #2

4. lsr1    {r5,r7}, {r2,r1}, {#4,#1}

5. sub2    {r2,r3}, {r4,r5},{ #1,#2}

6. lsl1   { r2,r3}, {r2,r0}, {#28,#24}

7. add3    {r0,r1}, {r0,r1,r3}, {r2,r5,r6,r9}

8. sub3    {r2,r4,r7}, {r5,r8}, {r0,r1,r3}

9. ldr2    {r0,r2,r3}, [{r2,r1,r0}, {r3,r5,r7}]

10. str2    {r5,r3,r7}, [{r2,r1,r5}, {r1,r0,r2,r4}]

PC4

Figure 6: Instruction Encoding Example

Algorithm 3 Instruction Encoding
group instructions according to their total size of operand fields;
encodingDone = FALSE;
while encodingDone = FALSE do

current group = instructions with smallest partial encod-
ing size;
encode the current group with smallest number of bits;
bit difference = operand field size of next group - partial en-
coded size of current group
if bit difference �= 0 then

pad groups with bit difference zeros()as necessary to
match the partial code sizes;
encode current group with minimal number of bits;

end if
if all instruction types have been fully encoded then

encodingDone = TRUE;
end if

end while

5. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
By applying forwarding network reduction and instruction encod-

ing to the multi-pipe processor design system in [16], we designed
ASIPs for a set of applications from Mibench [9]. All results are
associated with a 3-pipe architecture.

As described in section2, we utilized ASIPmeister [1], an ASIP
design tool for single pipeline processor, in generating multi-pipeline
processor VHDL models for each of the applications. The designs
were synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler based on the
TSMC 90nm core library, and simulated with the Modelsim sim-
ulator. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.

MergerIntegrator Integrator

Mult-pipe
Syn. Model

Mult-pipe
Sim. Model

Synopsys
Compiler

ModelSim

Clock Period, Area,
Leakage Power Clock Cycles

ISA

ASIPmeister GCC

Parallel
Code

Prog. Seq

VHDL
(Syn.)

VHDL
(Sim.)

Obj.
Code

Figure 7: Experimental Setup

Performance is evaluated in the processor clock speed, which is
given by Design Compiler, and the clock cycles given by Modelsim.
The leakage power is estimated by the Synopsys Design Compiler.

Forwarding Network Customization
The forwarding network reduction was tested and its effect on per-
formance, area and leakage power of entire processors is shown in
Figures 8, 9 and 10, respectively. Designs with full forwarding
were also conducted for comparison. As can be seen from these
three figures, on average, savings of 25% on area and 27% on leak-
age power consumption can be obtained with 3.9% improvement
on performance, as compared to the designs with the full forward-
ing network. This performance improvement is due to the reduced
complexity of the forwarding network, which reduces the size of the
processor, impacting upon the critical path, which in turn reduces
the clock width.
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Figure 9: Full Forward. vs. Custom Forward. (Area)
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Figure 10: Full Forward. vs. Custom Forward. (Leakage Pow.)

Instruction Encoding
Figure 11 shows the instruction sizes for each of the benchmarks,
produced by the proposed encoding technique. For each benchmark,
the instruction widths for three individual pipes and the total paral-
lel instruction width for the whole processor that contains the three
pipes are displayed. Without code reduction, the instruction size
for all three pipelines are initially 16 bits (thus making it 48 bits
in total). As can be seen, by applying our encoding approach, the
instruction width for each pipeline becomes smaller, which is partic-
ularly evident for pipe 3, which has instruction width below 8 bits.
On average, there is about 69% saving on instruction memory size.

To show the improvement of the REE approach compared to the
RBE approach, we have encoded pipe 3 for the benchmarks using
RBE. The area cost for both is shown in Figure 12. As can be seen
REE is better than RBE, with less area cost, as expected.
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Table 3: 3-pipe Designs with forwarding and instruction encoding customization
Clk Period (ns) Exec.Time (ms) Area (UnitCell) Leak.Pow (mw) C.Size (byte) Perf. Area Power C.Size

Benchmark no-cus. cus. no-cus. cus. no-cus. cus. no-cus. cus. no-cus. cus. % % % %
Adp.dec 3.23 3.07 66.1 62.8 198490 135751 345 228 1626 1355 5.0 31.6 33.9 16.7
b.count 3.18 3.07 137.5 132.7 183154 133129 316 224 1350 1125 3.5 27.3 29.0 16.7

bas.math 3.21 3.06 72.8 69.4 183787 128335 316 216 564 470 4.7 30.2 31.7 16.7
cstrings 3.63 3.42 38.9 36.6 199537 150923 347 259 690 575 5.8 24.4 25.3 16.7
dijkstra 3.17 3.03 48.4 46.3 180817 133654 320 220 1554 1295 4.4 26.1 31.3 16.7
endian 3.19 3.05 24.9 23.8 184566 125936 324 210 1002 835 4.4 31.8 35.0 16.7
q.sort 3.62 3.41 119.6 112.6 203324 154692 359 266 4452 3710 5.8 23.9 26.0 16.7

sha.encr 3.20 3.11 58.6 56.9 200599 138789 351 236 2622 2185 2.8 30.8 32.8 16.7
str.search 3.10 3.08 25.7 25.5 170020 136911 297 222 1374 1145 0.6 19.5 25.1 16.7
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Figure 12: Comparison of REE and RBE

Forwarding Network and Instruction Encoding
Table 3 gives the simulation results for designs with both forward-
ing and instruction encoding in place, where the first column lists the
name of benchmarks, the ten columns provides the related clock pe-
riod (columns 2&3), execution time (columns 4&5), area (columns
6&7), leakage power (columns 8&9) and code size (columns 10&11)
for each of the designs under two different design conditions of for-
warding design and instruction encoding: without customization;
and with customization. The last four columns give, in percent-
age, the performance improvement, area savings, power savings and
code size savings of the custom design compared to non-custom de-
signs. Note that due to encoding implementation limitation imposed
by ASIPmeister, instruction code sizes are limited to 16-bit widths
or 8-bit widths. As can be seen from Table 3, the average savings are
27% on area, 30% on leakage power, 16.7% on code size, and at the
same time performance is improved by 4.1% on average due to the
reduced clock period, which is in turn resulted from the reduction of
forwarding network.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented techniques to customize forwarding and instruction

encoding for a multiple pipe processor. The forwarding network in
an ASIP for a given application is customized such that the redun-
dant forwarding paths are deleted without affecting the performance.
We proposed an approach to remove under-utilized forwarding paths
so that a highly efficient application specific forwarding network can
be achieved. In order to reduce code size of the parallel program se-
quence, we introduced an encoding technique that best trades off the

simplicity of fixed size encoding approaches and high density of var-
ied size encoding techniques. The encoding result produced by our
proposed techniques has fixed instruction size for each individual
pipeline, but varied from pipeline to pipeline.

Our experiments, on a set of benchmarks using the proposed cus-
tomization approaches show that, on average, there are 27% savings
on area, 30% on leakage power, 16.7% on code size, and at the same
time, performance even improves by 4% due to the reduced clock
period. It is worth noting that unlike Application Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs), where one design is just for one application, the
customized multi-pipe ASIP can also be programmed to run other
applications (but may not perform optimally), which is just the very
feature of ASIPs.
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